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Encyclopedia of Computer Science 2000 an alphabetically arranged reference containing more than six hundred entries on computer science covering areas such as ethics quantum
computing software safety the world wide and numerous others
Mathematics of Discrete Structures for Computer Science 2012-09-13 mathematics plays a key role in computer science some researchers would consider computers as nothing but
the physical embodiment of mathematical systems and whether you are designing a digital circuit a computer program or a new programming language you need mathematics to be
able to reason about the design its correctness robustness and dependability this book covers the foundational mathematics necessary for courses in computer science the common
approach to presenting mathematical concepts and operators is to define them in terms of properties they satisfy and then based on these definitions develop ways of computing the
result of applying the operators and prove them correct this book is mainly written for computer science students so here the author takes a different approach he starts by defining
ways of calculating the results of applying the operators and then proves that they satisfy various properties after justifying his underlying approach the author offers detailed
chapters covering propositional logic predicate calculus sets relations discrete structures structured types numbers and reasoning about programs the book contains chapter and
section summaries detailed proofs and many end of section exercises key to the learning process the book is suitable for undergraduate and graduate students and although the
treatment focuses on areas with frequent applications in computer science the book is also suitable for students of mathematics and engineering
Computer Science Illuminated 2007 this text offers students on the dynamic and diverse field of computer science in the text the authors provide an overview of the many aspects
of the discipline from a generic view point separate program language chapters are available as bundle items for those instructors who would like to explore a particular programming
language with their students the many layers of computing are thoroughly explained beginning with the information layer working through the hardware programming operating
systems application and communication layers and ending with a discussion on the limitations of computing it is for introductory computing and computer science courses it is also for
computer science majors with a solid foundation for further study and offers non majors a comprehensive and complete introduction to computing
Logic and Language Models for Computer Science 2017-09-08 this text presents the formal concepts underlying computer science it starts with a wide introduction to logic with an
emphasis on reasoning and proof with chapters on program verification and prolog the treatment of computability with automata and formal languages stands out in several ways it
emphasizes the algorithmic nature of the proofs and the reliance on simulations it stresses the centrality of nondeterminism in generative models and the relationship to deterministic
recognition models the style is appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate classes
Computer Science 2016 while the development of information technology has been obvious to all the underpinning computer science has been less apparent subrata dasgupta
provides a thought provoking introduction to the field and its core principles considering computer science as a science of symbol processing
Fundamental Concepts in Computer Science 2009 this book presents fundamental contributions to computer science as written and recounted by those who made the
contributions themselves as such it is a highly original approach to a oc living historyoco of the field of computer science the scope of the book is broad in that it covers all aspects of
computer science going from the theory of computation the theory of programming and the theory of computer system performance all the way to computer hardware and to major
numerical applications of computers
Essential Logic for Computer Science 2019-01-08 an introduction to applying predicate logic to testing and verification of software and digital circuits that focuses on applications
rather than theory computer scientists use logic for testing and verification of software and digital circuits but many computer science students study logic only in the context of
traditional mathematics encountering the subject in a few lectures and a handful of problem sets in a discrete math course this book offers a more substantive and rigorous approach
to logic that focuses on applications in computer science topics covered include predicate logic equation based software automated testing and theorem proving and large scale
computation formalism is emphasized and the book employs three formal notations traditional algebraic formulas of propositional and predicate logic digital circuit diagrams and the
widely used partially automated theorem prover acl2 which provides an accessible introduction to mechanized formalism for readers who want to see formalization in action the text
presents examples using proof pad a lightweight acl2 environment readers will not become alc2 experts but will learn how mechanized logic can benefit software and hardware
engineers in addition 180 exercises some of them extremely challenging offer opportunities for problem solving there are no prerequisites beyond high school algebra programming
experience is not required to understand the book s equation based approach the book can be used in undergraduate courses in logic for computer science and introduction to
computer science and in math courses for computer science students
Logics for Computer Science 2018-11-03 providing an in depth introduction to fundamental classical and non classical logics this textbook offers a comprehensive survey of logics for
computer scientists logics for computer science contains intuitive introductory chapters explaining the need for logical investigations motivations for different types of logics and some
of their history they are followed by strict formal approach chapters all chapters contain many detailed examples explaining each of the introduced notions and definitions well chosen
sets of exercises with carefully written solutions and sets of homework while many logic books are available they were written by logicians for logicians not for computer scientists
they usually choose one particular way of presenting the material and use a specialized language logics for computer science discusses gentzen as well as hilbert formalizations first
order theories the hilbert program godel s first and second incompleteness theorems and their proofs it also introduces and discusses some many valued logics modal logics and



introduces algebraic models for classical intuitionistic and modal s4 and s5 logics the theory of computation is based on concepts defined by logicians and mathematicians logic plays
a fundamental role in computer science and this book explains the basic theorems as well as different techniques of proving them in classical and some non classical logics important
applications derived from concepts of logic for computer technology include artificial intelligence and software engineering in addition to computer science this book may also find an
audience in mathematics and philosophy courses and some of the chapters are also useful for a course in artificial intelligence
Explorations in Computing 2011-06-27 based on the author s introductory course at the university of oregon explorations in computing an introduction to computer science focuses on
the fundamental idea of computation and offers insight into how computation is used to solve a variety of interesting and important real world problems taking an active learning
approach the text encourages students to explore computing ideas by running programs and testing them on different inputs it also features illustrations by phil foglio winner of the
2009 and 2010 hugo award for best graphic novel classroom tested material the first four chapters introduce key concepts such as algorithms and scalability and hone practical lab
skills for creating and using objects in the remaining chapters the author covers divide and conquer as a problem solving strategy the role of data structures issues related to
encoding data computer architecture random numbers challenges for natural language processing computer simulation and genetic algorithms through a series of interactive projects
in each chapter students can experiment with one or more algorithms that illustrate the main topic requiring no prior experience with programming these projects show students how
algorithms provide computational solutions to real world problems resource the book s website at cs uoregon edu eic presents numerous ancillaries the lab manual offers step by step
instructions for installing ruby and the rubylabs gem with windows xp mac os x and linux the manual includes tips for editing programs and running commands in a terminal emulator
the site also provides online documentation of all the modules in the rubylabs gem once the gem is installed the documentation can be read locally by a web browser after working
through the in depth examples in this textbook students will gain a better overall understanding of what computer science is about and how computer scientists think about problems
Computer Science 2004-10-06 computer science reflections on the field reflections from the field provides a concise characterization of key ideas that lie at the core of computer
science cs research the book offers a description of cs research recognizing the richness and diversity of the field it brings together two dozen essays on diverse aspects of cs research
their motivation and results by describing in accessible form computer science s intellectual character and by conveying a sense of its vibrancy through a set of examples the book
aims to prepare readers for what the future might hold and help to inspire cs researchers in its creation
Introduction to Computer Science 1999-12-20 this text covers the required introduction to computer science course for computer science majors and the advanced placement
computer science examination the outline presents the introductory concepts of computer science with emphasis on algorithm development and data abstraction
Dictionary of Computer Science, Engineering and Technology 2017-12-19 a complete lexicon of technical information the dictionary of computer science engineering and technology
provides workable definitions practical information and enhances general computer science and engineering literacy it spans various disciplines and industry sectors such as
telecommunications information theory and software and hardware systems if you work with or write about computers this dictionary is the single most important resource you can
put on your shelf the dictionary addresses all aspects of computing and computer technology from multiple perspectives including the academic applied and professional vantage
points including more than 8 000 terms it covers all major topics from artificial intelligence to programming languages from software engineering to operating systems and from
database management to privacy issues the definitions provided are detailed rather than concise written by an international team of over 80 contributors this is the most
comprehensive and easy to read reference of its kind if you need to know the definition of anything related to computers you will find it in the dictionary of computer science
engineering and technology
Introduction to Programming and Computer Science 1978 introduces explains the fundamental concepts of computer science designed to be used as a textbook a supplement a review
or a reference manual
Introduction to Computer Science 1981 computing handbook third edition computer science and software engineering mirrors the modern taxonomy of computer science and
software engineering as described by the association for computing machinery acm and the ieee computer society ieee cs written by established leading experts and influential young
researchers the first volume of this popular handbook examines the elements involved in designing and implementing software new areas in which computers are being used and ways
to solve computing problems the book also explores our current understanding of software engineering and its effect on the practice of software development and the education of
software professionals like the second volume this first volume describes what occurs in research laboratories educational institutions and public and private organizations to advance
the effective development and use of computers and computing in today s world research level survey articles provide deep insights into the computing discipline enabling readers to
understand the principles and practices that drive computing education research and development in the twenty first century
Computing Handbook, Third Edition 2014-05-07 computer science seeks to provide a scientific basis for the study of inform a tion processing the solution of problems by
algorithms and the design and programming of computers the last forty years have seen increasing sophistication in the science in the microelectronics which has made machines of
staggering complexity economically feasible in the advances in programming methodology which allow immense programs to be designed with increasing speed and reduced error
and in the development of mathematical techniques to allow the rigorous specification of program process and machine the present volume is one of a series the akm series in



theoretical computer science designed to make key mathe matical developments in computer science readily accessible to under graduate and beginning graduate students
specifically this volume takes readers with little or no mathematical background beyond high school algebra and gives them a taste of a number of topics in theoretical computer
science while laying the mathematical foundation for the later more detailed study of such topics as formal language theory computability theory programming language semantics
and the study of program verification and correctness chapter 1 introduces the basic concepts of set theory with special emphasis on functions and relations using a simple algorithm
to provide motivation chapter 2 presents the notion of inductive proof and gives the reader a good grasp on one of the most important notions of computer science the recursive
definition of functions and data structures
A Basis for Theoretical Computer Science 2012-12-06 provides an introductory overview of the discipline of computer science using the notion of algorithms as the unifying concept
Computer Science 1988 essential computational thinking computer science from scratch helps students build a theoretical and practical foundation for learning computer science
rooted in fundamental science this text defines elementary ideas including data and information quantifies these ideas mathematically and through key concepts in physics and
computation demonstrates the relationship between computer science and the universe itself in part i students explore the theoretical underpinnings of computer science in a wide
ranging manner readers receive a robust overview of essential computational theories and programming ideas as well as topics that examine the mathematical and physical
foundations of computer science part 2 presents the basics of computation and underscores programming as an invaluable tool in the discipline students can apply their newfound
knowledge and begin writing substantial programs immediately finally part 3 explores more sophisticated computational ideas including object oriented programing databases data
science and some of the underlying principles of machine learning essential computational thinking is an ideal text for a firmly technical cs0 course in computer science it is also a
valuable resource for highly motivated non computer science majors at the undergraduate or graduate level who are interested in learning more about the discipline for either
professional or personal development
Essential Computational Thinking 2020-06-17 category theory has become increasingly important and popular in computer science and many universities now have introductions
to category theory as part of their courses for undergraduate computer scientists the author is a respected category theorist and has based this textbook on a course given over the
last few years at the university of sydney the theory is developed in a straightforward way and is enriched with many examples from computer science thus this book meets the needs
of undergradute computer scientists and yet retains a level of mathematical correctness that will broaden its appeal to include students of mathematics new to category theory
Categories and Computer Science 1991 computer science the hardware software and heart of it focuses on the deeper aspects of the two recognized subdivisions of computer science
software and hardware these subdivisions are shown to be closely interrelated as a result of the stored program concept computer science the hardware software and heart of it
includes certain classical theoretical computer science topics such as unsolvability e g the halting problem and undecidability e g godel s incompleteness theorem that treat problems
that exist under the church turing thesis of computation these problem topics explain inherent limits lying at the heart of software and in effect define boundaries beyond which
computer science professionals cannot go beyond newer topics such as cloud computing are also covered in this book after a survey of traditional programming languages e g fortran
and c a new kind of computer programming for parallel distributed computing is presented using the message passing paradigm which is at the heart of large clusters of computers
this leads to descriptions of current hardware platforms for large scale computing such as clusters of as many as one thousand which are the new generation of supercomputers this
also leads to a consideration of future quantum computers and a possible escape from the church turing thesis to a new computation paradigm the book s historical context is
especially helpful during this the centenary of turing s birth alan turing is widely regarded as the father of computer science since many concepts in both the hardware and software
of computer science can be traced to his pioneering research turing was a multi faceted mathematician engineer and was able to work on both concrete and abstract levels this book
shows how these two seemingly disparate aspects of computer science are intimately related further the book treats the theoretical side of computer science as well which also
derives from turing s research computer science the hardware software and heart of it is designed as a professional book for practitioners and researchers working in the related
fields of quantum computing cloud computing computer networking as well as non scientist readers advanced level and undergraduate students concentrating on computer science
engineering and mathematics will also find this book useful
Computer Science 2011-12-02 this specially commissioned volume presents a unique collection of expository papers on major topics that are representative for computer science
today the 38 contributions written by internationally leading experts in the computer science area on personal invitation demonstrate the scope and stature of the field today and give
an impression of the chief motivations and challenges for tomorrow s computer science and information technology this anthology marks a truly extraordinary and festive moment it is
the 1000th volume published in the lecture notes in computer science series it addresses all computer scientists and anybody interested in a representative overview of the field
Computer Science Today 1995-10-18 this comprehensive reference work provides immediate fingertip access to state of the art technology in nearly 700 self contained articles
written by over 900 international authorities each article in the encyclopedia features current developments and trends in computers software vendors and applications extensive
bibliographies of leading figures in the field such as samuel alexander john von neumann and norbert wiener and in depth analysis of future directions
Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Technology 1976-03-01 introduction to computer science computer science an overview ninth edition j glenn brookshear marquette university



do you want your students to gain a fundamental understanding of the field of computer science would you like them to be excited by the opportunities computing presents for further
studies and future careers computer science an overview delivers a foundational framework of what computer science is all about each topic is presented with a historical perspective
its current state and its future potential as well as ethical issues for students to consider this balanced realistic picture helps students see that their future success depends on a solid
overview in the rapidly changing field of computer science features a language independent introduction to computer science that uses c c and javatm as example languages more
than 1 000 questions exercises chapter review problems and social issues questions that give students the opportunity to apply the concepts as they learn them discussion of ethical
and legal aspects of areas such as internet security software engineering and database technology that brings to light the things students should know to be safe and responsible
users of technology a companion website that includes practical exploration of topics from the text software simulators and more available at aw com brookshear check the front of
the book for the access code that opens up the companion website and the valuable student resources for this book six month access is included with all new books
Computer Science 2007 understand essential computer science concepts and skills this book focuses on the foundational and fundamental concepts upon which expertise in specific
areas can be developed including computer architecture programming language algorithm and data structure operating systems computer networks distributed systems security and
more according to code org there are 500 000 open programming positions available in the us compared to an annual crop of just 50 000 graduating computer science majors the us
department of labor predicted that there will be almost a million and a half computer science jobs in the very near future but only enough programmers to fill roughly one third of
these jobs to bridge the gap many people not formally trained in computer science are employed in programming jobs although they are able to start programming and coding quickly
it often takes them time to acquire the necessary understanding to gain the requisite skills to become an efficient computer engineer or advanced developer what you will learn the
fundamentals of how a computer works the basics of computer programming and programming paradigms how to write efficient programs how the hardware and software work
together to provide a good user experience and enhance the usability of the system how computers can talk to each other how to ensure the security of the system the fundamentals of
cloud offerings implications trade offs and deployment adoption configurations the fundamentals of machine learning who this book is for computer programmers lacking a formal
education in computer science and anyone with a formal education in computer science looking to develop a general understanding of computer science fundamentals
Essential Computer Science 2021-06-26 with breadth and depth of coverage the encyclopedia of computer science and technology second edition has a multi disciplinary scope
drawing together comprehensive coverage of the inter related aspects of computer science and technology the topics covered in this encyclopedia include general and
referencehardwarecomputer systems organizationnetworkssoftware and its engineeringtheory of computation mathematics of computinginformation systemssecurity and
privacyhuman centered computingcomputing methodologiesapplied computingprofessional issuesleading figures in the history of computer sciencethe encyclopedia is structured
according to the acm computing classification system ccs first published in 1988 but subsequently revised in 2012 this classification system is the most comprehensive and is
considered the de facto ontological framework for the computing field the encyclopedia brings together the information and historical context that students practicing professionals
researchers and academicians need to have a strong and solid foundation in all aspects of computer science and technology provided by publisher
Encyclopedia of computer science and technology 2017 computer science an overview truly lives up to its title providing an introduction to the entire computer science discipline
this broad coverage combined with clear explanations has made it the leading textbook for the beadth first cs0 course the text is unique in that it avoids presenting topics from the
perspective of any particular programming language moreover the text communicates the dynamics of computer science by presenting topics in a historical perspective in which past
developments the current state of the art and directions of research are discussed the result is a balanced realistic picture of computer science including such topics as programming
languages operating systems algorithms software engineering networking database design artificial intelligence and machine architecture this seventh edition has been thoroughly
updated to discuss important trends in such areas as networking and the internet software engineering and artificial intelligence topics added include open source development
associative memory xml and c thought provoking discussions of ethical and legal issues revolving around computing are integrated into each chapter rather than being presented as
separate isolated topics
Computer Science 2003 named a notable book in the 21st annual best of computing list by the acm robert sedgewick and kevin wayne s computer science an interdisciplinary
approach is the ideal modern introduction to computer science with java programming for both students and professionals taking a broad applications based approach sedgewick and
wayne teach through important examples from science mathematics engineering finance and commercial computing the book demystifies computation explains its intellectual
underpinnings and covers the essential elements of programming and computational problem solving in today s environments the authors begin by introducing basic programming
elements such as variables conditionals loops arrays and i o next they turn to functions introducing key modular programming concepts including components and reuse they present
a modern introduction to object oriented programming covering current programming paradigms and approaches to data abstraction building on this foundation sedgewick and
wayne widen their focus to the broader discipline of computer science they introduce classical sorting and searching algorithms fundamental data structures and their application and
scientific techniques for assessing an implementation s performance using abstract models readers learn to answer basic questions about computation gaining insight for practical
application finally the authors show how machine architecture links the theory of computing to real computers and to the field s history and evolution for each concept the authors



present all the information readers need to build confidence together with examples that solve intriguing problems each chapter contains question and answer sections self study
drills and challenging problems that demand creative solutions companion web site introcs cs princeton edu java contains extensive supplementary information including suggested
approaches to programming assignments checklists and faqs graphics and sound libraries links to program code and test data solutions to selected exercises chapter summaries
detailed instructions for installing a java programming environment detailed problem sets and projects companion 20 part series of video lectures is available at informit com title
9780134493831
Computer Science 2016-06-17 the aim of this introductory text is to provide an overview of the principal elements of computing incorporating the pascal language the work
examines algorithms database theory artificial intelligence communications programming software and ethical and social issues
Computer Science 1995-03 when you think about how far and fast computer science has progressed in recent years it s not hard to conclude that a seven year old handbook may fall
a little short of the kind of reference today s computer scientists software engineers and it professionals need with a broadened scope more emphasis on applied computing and more
than 70 chap
Computer Science Handbook 2004-06-28 havill s problem driven approach introduces algorithmic concepts in context and motivates students with a wide range of interests and
backgrounds janet davis associate professor and microsoft chair of computer science whitman college this book looks really great and takes exactly the approach i think should be
used for a cs 1 course i think it really fills a need in the textbook landscape marie desjardins dean of the college of organizational computational and information sciences simmons
university discovering computer science is a refreshing departure from introductory programming texts offering students a much more sincere introduction to the breadth and
complexity of this ever growing field james deverick senior lecturer the college of william and mary this unique introduction to the science of computing guides students through
broad and universal approaches to problem solving in a variety of contexts and their ultimate implementation as computer programs daniel kaplan dewitt wallace professor
macalester college discovering computer science interdisciplinary problems principles and python programming is a problem oriented introduction to computational problem solving
and programming in python appropriate for a first course for computer science majors a more targeted disciplinary computing course or at a slower pace any introductory computer
science course for a general audience realizing that an organization around language features only resonates with a narrow audience this textbook instead connects programming to
students prior interests using a range of authentic problems from the natural and social sciences and the digital humanities the presentation begins with an introduction to the
problem solving process contextualizing programming as an essential component then as the book progresses each chapter guides students through solutions to increasingly complex
problems using a spiral approach to introduce python language features the text also places programming in the context of fundamental computer science principles such as
abstraction efficiency testing and algorithmic techniques offering glimpses of topics that are traditionally put off until later courses this book contains 30 well developed independent
projects that encourage students to explore questions across disciplinary boundaries over 750 homework exercises and 300 integrated reflection questions engage students in
problem solving and active reading the accompanying website discoveringcs net includes more advanced content solutions to selected exercises sample code and data files and
pointers for further exploration
Discovering Computer Science 2020-10-27 you re a computing or information student with a huge mountain to climb that final year research project don t worry because with this
book guardian angels are at hand in the form of four brilliant academics who will guide you through the process the book provides you with all the tools necessary to successfully
complete a final year research project based on an approach that has been tried and tested on over 500 projects it offers a simple step by step guide to the key processes involved not
only that but the book also contains lots of useful information for supervisors and examiners including guidelines on how to review a final year project
Thesis Projects 2007-10-30 this book updated and improved introduces the mathematics that support advanced computer programming and the analysis of algorithms the book s
primary aim is to provide a solid and relevant base of mathematical skills it is an indispensable text and reference for computer scientists and serious programmers in virtually every
discipline
Concrete Mathematics 1994 computers are increasingly the enabling devices of the information revolution and computing is becoming ubiquitous in every corner of society from
manufacturing to telecommunications to pharmaceuticals to entertainment even more importantly the face of computing is changing rapidly as even traditional rivals such as ibm and
apple computer begin to cooperate and new modes of computing are developed computing the future presents a timely assessment of academic computer science and engineering cs
e examining what should be done to ensure continuing progress in making discoveries that will carry computing into the twenty first century most importantly it advocates a broader
research and educational agenda that builds on the field s impressive accomplishments the volume outlines a framework of priorities for cs e along with detailed recommendations for
education funding and leadership a core research agenda is outlined for these areas processors and multiple processor systems data communications and networking software
engineering information storage and retrieval reliability and user interfaces this highly readable volume examines computer science and engineering as a discipline how computer
scientists and engineers are pushing back the frontiers of their field how cs e must change to meet the challenges of the future the influence of strategic investment by federal
agencies in cs e research recent structural changes that affect the interaction of academic cs e and the business environment specific examples of interdisciplinary and applications



research in four areas earth sciences and the environment computational biology commercial computing and the long term goal of a national electronic library the volume provides a
detailed look at undergraduate cs e education highlighting the limitations of four year programs and discusses the emerging importance of a master s degree in cs e and the prospects
for broadening the scope of the ph d it also includes a brief look at continuing education
Computing the Future 1992-02-01 a good book to learn the basics of the computer science including introduction to computers history classification computer architecture
computer hardware basics of web design and html programming concepts
Fundamentals of Computer Science 2016-04-08 instructor s manual jean paul tremblay and brad redekopp
An Introduction to Computer Science 1989 this carefully compiled and wide ranging volume of papers written by computer pioneers offers first hand insight into the research and
discovery experiences of legendary scientists such as hoare hartmanis stearns backus and knuthr coupled with introductory essays written by the originating authors where possible
these papers are an ideal source of background research and technical reference collectively they illustrate the impact of pioneering work on the field of modern computer science
they are an excellent companion to undergraduate computer science courses
Great Papers in Computer Science 1996 this new edition of invitation to computer science follows the breadth first guidelines recommended by cc2001 to teach computer science
topics from the ground up the authors begin by showing that computer science is the study of algorithms the central theme of the book then move up the next five levels of the
hierarchy hardware virtual machine software applications and ethics utilizing rich pedagogy and a consistently engaging writing style schneider and gersting provide students with a
solid grounding in theoretical concepts as well as important applications of computing and information technology a laboratory manual and accompanying software is available as an
optional bundle with this text
Introductory Theory of Computer Science 1983 this introductory computer science text provides a breadth first bottom up as opposed to top down approach first introducing the
foundation of computer science and algorithms then building on each central idea hardware system software and virtual machines and languages before finally discussing common
applications artificial intelligence and social and legal issues it is for cs0 the course students may take before cs1 for an overview and understanding of computer science without
programming
Invitation to Computer Science 2006 when you think about how far and fast computer science has progressed in recent years it s not hard to conclude that a seven year old
handbook may fall a little short of the kind of reference today s computer scientists software engineers and it professionals need with a broadened scope more emphasis on applied
computing and more than 70 chapters either new or significantly revised the computer science handbook second edition is exactly the kind of reference you need this rich collection of
theory and practice fully characterizes the current state of the field and conveys the modern spirit accomplishments and direction of computer science highlights of the second edition
coverage that reaches across all 11 subject areas of the discipline as defined in computing curricula 2001 now the standard taxonomy more than 70 chapters revised or replaced
emphasis on a more practical applied approach to it topics such as information management net centric computing and human computer interaction more than 150 contributing
authors all recognized experts in their respective specialties new chapters on cryptography computational chemistry computational astrophysics human centered software
development cognitive modeling transaction processing data compression scripting languages event driven programming software architecture
An Invitation to Computer Science 1994
Computer Science Handbook, Second Edition 2004-06-28
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